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ABSTRACT: Periods of high uncertainty 
bring liquidity concerns to the forefront 
for sovereign bond investors. Arguably 
the most liquid and cost-effective way for 
retail and small institutional investors 
to gain diversified sovereign bond 
exposure is through an exchange traded 
fund (ETF). In this paper we study the 
performance, country exposure, and 
replicating characteristics of a sample of 
31 European index ETFs with exposure 
to eurozone sovereign debt. The obtained 
results are presented in the context of 
underlying index selection rules, types of 
replication, and movements in sovereign 
debt interest rates and sovereign CDS 
spreads. It is demonstrated that the ETFs 
focused on accurately track corresponding 
bond indices. This is consistent with earlier 
findings for equity index ETFs. Our results 
may be of interest for institutional investors, 
regulators, and everyone interested in 
sovereign debt investments.
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1. InTRODuCTIOn
Exchange traded funds (ETFs) gained prominence in the past decade. During the 
present time of global financial crisis, when the liquidity of most other financial 
instruments has plummeted, ETFs are trading stronger than ever. In this paper we 
study ETFs of eurozone sovereign bonds. In the past few years they have become 
increasingly popular among institutional investors, private wealth managers, and 
even small individual investors. We study the performance, country exposure, 
and replicating characteristics of a sample of 31 European index ETFs with 
exposure to eurozone sovereign debt. To the best of our knowledge this is the 
first systematic study of this class of ETFs. 
ETFs were first introduced in North America in 1993. In Europe they first appeared 
on the market in 2000. Generally speaking, a standard ETF has the structure of 
an open-end mutual fund. Like a closed-end fund, however, investment units of 
ETFs are created by investment banks or asset managers and listed and traded 
on organized exchanges. Standard ETFs are, typically, index funds, i.e. portfolios 
replicating various investment indices.1 They provide investors a chance to hold 
a diversified portfolio of their choice that is traded on a liquid, cost-effective, and 
relatively transparent market. There are ETFs offering exposure to various stock 
and bond indices. Furthermore, as exchange traded notes (or products) they 
track even non-exchange traded currencies, commodities, real estate, and hedge 
funds indices. An ETF can follow an actual index performance or provide a 
synthetic exposure to its various derivatives (short or inverse exposure, leveraged 
performance etc).2 
Net asset value (NAV) and the portfolio structure of ETFs are published at the 
end of each trading day. In addition the exchanges on which they are traded are 
required to publish indicative NAV values (iNAVs) throughout the trading day 
(usually every 15 seconds). iNAVs are calculated based on the last realized prices 
for fund constituents. These values provide investors with a price benchmark 
throughout the trading day. According to Barclays Global Investors’ research,3 
by the end of July 2009 there were 753 registered ETFs in Europe with assets 
under management (AUM) of over 183 billion US dollars. At the same time, in 
706 listed ETFs in North America AUM were three times larger (approximately 
581 US dollars).
1  Lately there have also been rule-based managed funds on the market (so-called intelligent 
ETFs).
2  Short or inverse ETF provides an exposure equivalent to holding a short position in an index
3 Barclays,  ETF Landscape Industry Review, August 2009ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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In order to understand ETFs it is important to know the ways in which fund 
units (called creation units) are created and redeemed. The process consists of an 
exchange in kind between the fund and authorized participants. In the process of 
unit creation, the fund issues creation units to authorized participants in exchange 
for a basket of securities. Reversely, in the process of unit redemption, the fund 
takes the basket of securities from the authorized participants in exchange for 
previously issued creation units. Authorized participants are providing liquidity 
and transparency to trading units of ETFs. Performing arbitrage pricing, they 
hold prices of fund units close to fund iNAV values. Perhaps the most important 
feature of the in-kind creation and redemption process is that fund managers 
always distribute securities on the smallest-cost basis. In this way capital gains 
tax obligations are transferred from fund investors to authorized participants. 
The fund’s unrealized capital gains are thus significantly reduced and sometimes 
completely eliminated resulting in very significant tax savings for investors with 
respect to regular mutual funds. This makes ETFs very tax-efficient. Importantly, 
ETFs are required to report Total Expense Ratio (TER), measured as a ratio of 
total expenses with respect to NAV.
A significant fraction of the academic research on ETFs focuses on North 
America. The reason for this is that the American ETF market is the oldest 
and most developed. Several authors have studied price characteristics and 
relative performance of the two competing products types - index mutual funds 
and index ETFs. Dellva (2001) shows that the relative advantage of investing 
in ETFs, from the cost point of view, depends on the investment horizon and 
the invested amount. The author finds that the process of in-kind creation and 
redemption provides considerable tax advantages, while transaction costs limit 
ETF attractiveness for small investors and those investors that trade frequently. 
Poterba and Shoven (2002) find that the comparison depends on whether closing 
prices or NAV is used for comparison purposes. Kostovetsky (2003) compares 
the two both quantitatively and qualitatively. He finds that the qualitative 
advantages of ETFs, namely that they are traded on the liquid market like a stock, 
is augmented by the cost efficiency of the product. Gastineau (2004) compares 
pre-tax performance of conventional index funds and index ETFs. This author 
attributes different operating efficiency of the two products to difference in 
timing of announcements of portfolio changes by fund managers.
Engle and Sarkar (2006) study intraday co-movement of iNAV values and market 
values of domestic and international ETFs. They conclude that for domestic 
ETFs, i.e. funds that follow an index consisting of domestic assets, average 34
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standard deviation from the iNAV values is around 15 basis points (bps).4 On 
average deviations last less than 10 minutes. Therefore for domestic funds the 
arbitrage mechanism is quite efficient. In the case of international funds, on the 
other hand, average standard deviation is several times larger – 77 bps – while the 
price adjustment process lasts for around 3 hours (and sometimes can last more 
than a day). The reasons for this include higher transaction costs for overseas 
transactions, more complicated arbitrage mechanisms, and smaller liquidity of 
international ETFs. As a result pricing of international ETFs is less efficient than 
pricing of domestic funds. Alexander and Barbosa (2007) present an empirical 
comparison of different hedging strategies for reducing the uncertainty of ETF 
market makers’ exposures arising from order imbalances. Rompotis (2009) report 
on the performance of ETFs and index funds belonging to the same investing 
family.
Despite the importance of ETFs in European markets there are relatively few 
research papers studying them. Amenc and Goltz (2009) study the role of 
European ETFs in providing investor exposure to various asset classes. The 
authors study roles and motivations of various market participants, how ETFs are 
used, which replication mechanisms are used most frequently, on which platforms 
transactions are performed, how to measure accuracy of index replication, as 
well as which investment alternatives to such products exist in Europe. The 
investigation is based on a large survey by the Edhec Institute (2009). 5 Out of 
360 participants that took part in the survey (mostly asset and private wealth 
managers), most of them state liquidity as the key advantage of ETFs. Rompotis 
(2008) studies performance and trading characteristics of German equity ETFs. 
The author shows that they slightly underperform underlying indices. The 
tracking error is directly related to risk, bid-ask spreads, and management fees. 
Finally Blitz, Huij and Swinkels (2010) provide detailed analysis of Europe-listed 
index mutual funds and index ETFs that offer exposure to global equity markets. 
The authors conclude that European ETFs underperform (on average, by 50 to 
150 bps per annum) their benchmarks6. 
These investigations primarily studied equity-market ETFs. On the other hand, 
one of the markets where creation of ETFs caused a significant increase in market 
liquidity and expansion of the investor base is the market of sovereign debt and, in 
particular, the market of eurozone sovereign debt. The sovereign debt market of 
4  One basis point is one hundredth of a per cent.
5  The EDHEC European ETF Survey, 2009
6  The actual realised tracking error and costs may vary across products; the cheapest exposure 
is most often available through index futures. ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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the eurozone countries has been under intense scrutiny since the inception of the 
world financial crisis, and especially the Greek sovereign debt crisis. The bonds, 
previously perceived by the market as almost riskless, are now seen as a mixed 
interest rate and credit risk product. Sovereign debt ETFs appeared on the market 
a few years after the equity ETFs. In the period of great market turbulence ETFs 
provide the most liquid way for retail and small institutional investors to gain 
exposure to performance of a particular segment of the sovereign debt market. 
Importantly, due to divergence in country spreads, ETFs that track performance 
of various eurozone sovereign debt indices started showing significantly different 
performance depending, primarily, on index composition and country exposure. 
Yet, to the best of our knowledge, no serious research on ETFs of eurozone 
sovereign debt has appeared in the academic literature to date. The aim of this 
paper is to fill that gap. 
The sovereign debt market of the eurozone countries has, until recently, been 
characterized by a relatively illiquid and informationally inefficient microstructure 
in which preferred players have had a significant informational advantage over 
the rest of the investors. Introduction of electronic trading platforms made the 
market much more efficient and led to the possibility of the creation of investible 
debt indices. Indices are based upon realized transactions in real time electronic 
trading. Such transactions reflect market activity of a wider group of investors than 
was previously the case. As a result, index values reflect the market consensus on 
the securities in question more fully than before. Moreover, discrepancy between 
the values of securities used for index calculation and the values of securities 
available to investors has significantly diminished. Thus contemporary bond 
index funds can track index performance much more closely than before. Small 
replication (or tracking) error is fundamental for development of the index fund 
industry and ETFs in particular. 
Several families of indices that comprehensively cover the sovereign debt of the 
eurozone countries are in existence today. For most of these indices there exist 
corresponding ETFs that replicate them. These funds cater to a wide range of 
investors. In this paper we analyze the composition, risk characteristics, and 
performance of the most significant ETFs listed in Europe that are tracking 
indices of eurozone sovereign debt. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first 
paper to do so. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe 
the data, present main index families and index selection rules and study their 
risk characteristics including aggregate country exposure. We then analyze 36
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movements in interest rates and CDS spreads and use the results to explain the 
evolution of the indices under consideration. In Section 3 we present the ETFs 
that track those indices, study characteristics of leading ETF providers, and 
analyze their tracking performance. Section 4 summarizes and concludes.
2. EuROzOnE SOvEREIgn DEBT InDICES
Performance analysis of eurozone sovereign debt ETFs starts with selection 
criteria for targeted benchmark indices. These criteria include rules that specify 
the number of benchmark constituents, eligible bond issues, weights, aggregate 
country exposure, etc. Once the benchmark is selected the movements of 
constituent interest rates are analyzed. Together with the index composition, they 
determine the evolution of a sovereign bond index. In order to determine how 
closely an ETF tracks the targeted index, tracking error is typically calculated. 
Tracking error is one of the most important characteristics of an index (tracking) 
fund. By choosing an index ETF, an investor chooses index characteristics that 
s/he wants exposure to. Thus, her/his satisfaction increases with a decrease in 
tracking error. The main task of a fund manager is to find an optimal tradeoff 
between closeness of index replication and the cost of replication. 
2.1. Data
There are four dominant providers of eurozone sovereign debt indices: Barclays 
Capital, Markit, EuroMTS and Deutsche Borse. The most well known families 
of indices are: Barclays Term, Markit iBoxx, EuroMTS EMTx, and eb.rexx. In 
constructing indices, index providers utilize different price sources including 
all relevant trading platforms currently operating in Europe. Of all indices 
constituting the stated families we analyze those that are tracked by ETFs, the 
subject of the paper. Typically, only standard coupon bonds that are redeemed 
on a fixed maturity date are eligible for inclusion into indices. One exception 
is Markit iBoxx Benchmark indices, which can also include standard discount 
(stripped) bonds. In order to be included in an index, time to maturity of a bond 
has to be at least 1 year. We analyze ETFs of the three leading European providers: 
iShares (funds that track Barclays Term, Markit iBoxx Liquid Capped, and 
eb.rexx Government Germany indices), db x-trackers (Markit iBoxx benchmark 
indices) and Lyxor Asset Management (EuroMTS EMTx indices). The chosen 
ETFs are listed on multiple exchanges in Europe. For consistency we use data 
from the German listings. All indices that we consider belong to the class of total 
return indices, i.e. indices where all coupon payments are reinvested. In order ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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to analyze the quality of tracking performance by various ETFs (see Section 3), 
we use end-of-day Net Asset Values (NAVs). The principal source of our data is 
Bloomberg and the official websites of ETF and index providers7. Our sample of 
ETFs covers daily data for the period between 2nd January 2007 and 19th May 
2010. For funds that did not exist on 2nd January 2007, the date of their inception 
is used as the first date of the corresponding time series.8 The data source on 
representative long-term sovereign interest rates is the website of the European 
Central Bank. 
2.2. Index families and selection rules
Barclays capital is one of the leading global index providers.9 It pioneered the 
concept of a term index. In contrast to standard market indices, term indices 
have stricter inclusion criteria regarding both the original time to maturity and 
remaining time to maturity. They include only bonds with remaining time to 
maturity near to their original time to maturity, rather than selecting all bonds 
in an index maturity range. As a result term indices have very similar yields, 
duration, and risk/return characteristics to standard maturity-based indices, but 
are more compact and more liquid. 
International Index Company (IIC) develops and runs the Markit iBoxx bond 
indices. A distinctive feature of iBoxx bond indices is a multi-contributor real-
time pricing (i.e. pricing that takes into account price information from multiple 
trading platforms). Ten leading banks provide bid-ask quotes in real-time. iBoxx 
also calculates and publishes consolidated bond prices once per minute each 
trading day. Quotes are processed to eliminate outliers. The hierarchical Markit 
iBoxx index structure allows drill-downs to reach the required level of exposure.
7  We are grateful to Dr Drago Indjic at Sunningdale Capital for his assistance in data gathering.
8  All db x-tackers ETFs started trading in May and June 2007 except for db short iBoxx index, 
which started trading in May 2008. Funds iShares Barclays 5-7 i 10-15 started trading in 
April 2009, while Lyxor EuroMTS 15+ started trading in June 2007.
9  Unlike equity indices, fixed income indices are more complex, as bonds are typically not 
traded on organized exchanges. An additional complication is that bond investments are, by 
their very nature, finite maturity instruments. Each index family is created by an institution 
who then licenses the index IP, trademark etc. to an investment bank or brokerage. Note that 
the EFFAS family of bond indexes is a rare example of an index created by a professional 
association and hence easily accessible from Bloomberg, unlike many other bond indices 
whose distribution is limited to clients of investment banks.38
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Exposure to the eurozone sovereign debt market as a whole is tracked by three 
index families: iBoxx EUR Sovereigns10 (benchmark indices), iBoxx EUR 
Liquid Sovereigns11 (liquid indices), and iBoxx EUR Liquid Sovereigns Capped 
(liquid indices with upper limits of constituent number and concentration risk). 
Benchmark indices comprise overall and maturity indices (the latter focused 
on particular ranges of maturities). These indices have a relatively large number 
of constituents and offer broad market exposure. However they incur relatively 
high costs. Liquid indices are a subset of the standard benchmark indices. They 
share the construction methodology with the corresponding benchmark indices 
but have higher liquidity demands. For this reason they limit the number of 
constituents. Liquid indices are intended to reduce tracking and hedging costs 
relative to benchmark indices. The weight of a single eurozone country in an 
iBoxx Liquid Sovereign Capped index is capped at 20%. To complete its offer 
Markit also runs and publishes the Short iBoxx EUR Sovereigns index. It offers 
exposure to the inverse performance of the iBoxx EUR Sovereigns index.
EuroMTS indices are the product of EuroMTS Limited. EuroMTS is well 
known for managing the MTS platform, one of the largest electronic markets 
in the eurozone. There are country-specific (for instance, MTS France or MTS 
Germany) and Europe-wide (EuroMTS) platforms. The local country system 
provides opportunities for trading off-the-run and on-the-run securities, while 
the EuroMTS platform offers trading only in on-the-run securities. EuroMTS 
indices are priced using real-time quotes from the MTS platform. More than 200 
financial institutions contribute real time price quotations. EuroMTS indices are 
developed with the primary aim of being transparent, real-time, and tradable. 
Sovereign eurozone debt is covered by the EMTx index family (overall and 
maturity indices).
The eb.rexx Government Germany index family12 includes only the most liquid 
standard coupon bonds issued by the German government. Indices are calculated 
using the quotes from the Eurex Bonds platform, one of the leading European 
electronic bond platforms. The Eurex bonds platform is part of the Eurex 
electronic system. The system integrates bond, repo, and derivative markets 
through its clearing and settlement system. This benefits investors exposed to 
10  For more details about Markit iBoxx benchmark indices see http://indices.markit.com/
download/products/guides/Markit_iBoxx_EURBenchmark_Guide.pdf
11  For more details about Markit iBoxx Liquid and Liquid Capped indices see http://indices.
markit.com/download/products/guides/Markit_iBoxx_EURLiquid_Guide.pdf
12  For more details about eb.rexx indices see: 
  http://www.dax- indices.com/EN/MediaLibrary/Document/ebrexx_L_3_8_e.pdfExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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both cash and derivative positions. Indices are based on selection criteria that 
ensure high liquidity for underlying bonds, thus facilitating the tracking. 
From Table 1 we can see that index families that target the same maturity 
segment may in fact have very different composition, and thus very different risk 
and return characteristics. 
Table 1.  Comparison of index selection rules
Table 2 shows the aggregate country exposure for various families of indices. We 
exclude eb.rexx indices since they track only German government debt. We also 
exclude the Short iBoxx index as it refers to the same basket of securities (but 
to inverse exposure) as the iBOxx € Sov index. Table 2 also shows which ETF 
providers replicate the analyzed index families.40
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Table 2.  Aggregate country exposure of indices
2.3. Movements in sovereign interest rates and CDSs
There are two main market factors that impact movements of a eurozone 
government bond portfolio. One is the dynamics of interest rates. Another is 
the dynamics of spreads over the German government bonds, since they are 
perceived as a benchmark of quality within the eurozone.13
Yields of government bonds issued by different eurozone governments featured 
tight spreads and high correlations for a prolonged period of time.14 With the first 
signs of the global financial crisis the spreads of several countries rose sharply 
while correlations dropped. Graph 1 illustrates monthly changes in annual 10-
year government bond yields (in percents) issued by 8 eurozone countries in the 
period January 2001 - April 2010. Notice that starting from mid-2008 eurozone 
countries can be grouped into those with increasing and those with decreasing 
yield trends (see Graph 1). Germany was singled out as the country offering a safe 
haven for eurozone bond investors. We observe a decline in German government 
13  Alternatively one may use the Euro LIBOR yield curve as a benchmark (see Beber, Brandt and 
Kavajecz (2006))
14  A standard method for estimating the yield curve is discussed, by Drenovak and Urošević 
(2010), among others.ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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bond yields by more than 150 bps in less than a year, under high demand 
pressure. French bonds also benefited from this investor sentiment, but less so 
than German bonds. 
Graph 1.  10-year eurozone government bond yields, January 2001 - April 2010
Graph 2 illustrates monthly changes in government bond spreads over German 
government bond yields for the same 10-year bonds in the period between January 
2007 and April 2010. Between January 2001 and May 2008 the maximum 10-year 
bond yield spread in the eurozone was not higher than 60 bps for the sample of 
11 selected eurozone countries. With the onset of the global crisis, maximum 
spreads rose to as high as 477 bps in April 2010 (for Greece). The relative 
performance of different bond indices tracking European government bonds has 
diverged as well, depending on the index composition (primarily, depending on 
the aggregate country exposure). 42
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Graph 2.    Spreads of 10-year eurozone government bond yields over German 
government bonds, January 2007-April 2010
It is well known that the most important factors that influence government bond 
spreads are credit risk and liquidity risk. The relative importance of the two 
risk factors may differ across the pool of investors and may significantly change 
over time. Knowledge of the relative importance of liquidity and credit risk is 
important for an investor defining an investment strategy in the sovereign bond 
market. Suppose, for example, that an investor is averse to credit risk but not to 
liquidity risk (for example, s/he plans to keep the bond until it matures). In that 
case, s/he can benefit from investing in higher yield bonds if s/he knows that the 
higher yield (or, equivalently, the higher spread) is primarily due to the lower 
liquidity of the issue. 
Beber, Brandt and Kavajecz (2006) analyze ten eurozone countries and find that 
most of the spread in sovereign bond yields is explained by differences in credit 
quality. However liquidity plays a nontrivial role, especially for low credit risk 
countries and during times of heightened market uncertainty. The destination 
of large flows in and out of the bond market is determined almost exclusively by 
liquidity reasons. The authors also suggest that credit risk has a higher influence 
on spreads for bonds with longer maturity. This is to be expected since default is 
less probable in the short than in the long run. ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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In a later study Schwarts (2009) finds that on average 77% of sovereign spread is 
explained by liquidity. The research covers the period between April 2007 and 
March 2008. This is the period just prior to the official onset of the world financial 
crisis15. The author confirms previous findings that effects of the credit risk on 
spreads are somewhat higher for longer maturities. 
In the post-Greek debt crisis period, Schuknecht, Hagen and Wolswijk (2010) 
suggest that markets penalize fiscal imbalances much more strongly since the 
default of Lehman Brothers. Price elasticity of deficit differentials (in terms of 
GDP) has increased 3-4 times, while price elasticity of differentials in the level 
of debt (as a fraction of GDP) has increased around 7-8 times during the post-
Lehman crisis period. Their study covers the period up to May 2009. As we 
have seen in Graph 2, the highest variability of spreads has been precisely in the 
period between October 2008 and May 2009. Attinasi, Checherita and Nickel 
(2009) find that the following factors are most likely to explain the surge in the 
eurozone spreads in the period between July 2007 and March 2009: international 
risk aversion, expected fiscal position, liquidity, and the announcements of bank 
rescue packages. As yield spreads diverged sovereign bond investors realized 
that what they thought was a simple interest rate product ended up being both 
an interest and a credit risk product. That means that in making investment 
decisions investors need to pay close attention to both interest rate and credit 
and liquidity risks. In particular lower spreads do not necessarily translate into 
lower total risk for all investors. Our analysis of the interest rate volatility of 10-
year eurozone government bonds (unreported) allows us to conclude that higher 
demand for German government debt significantly raised its volatility, making 
it one of the most volatile bond classes in the eurozone (second only to Greek 
government debt).
Market consensus on creditworthiness of a bond issuer is, perhaps, best seen 
in credit default swap (CDS) spreads. It is the CDS spreads that have a lead in 
driving prices of outstanding issues and determining the yields of future bond 
issues. The reason is the central position that the CDS market plays with respect 
to other markets. Debt, equity, and derivatives market participants all transact in 
the CDS market. Being one of the key links between these structurally separate 
markets, the CDS market reacts fast to news affecting the credit position of a 
bond issuer. 
15  The default of Lehman Brothers in September 2008 is commonly designated as the official 
begining of the crisis. However money markets in the USA started exhibiting stress in August 
2007. At the time of drafting this paper in October 2010 it is unknown if any of the weakest 
EU zone economies (the so-called “PIGS”) will be allowed to default.44
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Graph 3 shows daily changes in 5-year CDSs for the riskiest eurozone countries, 
as well as France and Germany, over the period 1 January 2008 - 19 May 2010.16
Graph 3.  Daily changes in 5-year sovereign CDSs, 1 January 2008-19 May 2010
We observe that Greece and Portugal have had the highest increase in CDS 
spreads on their government debt (see Graph 3). It is logical to anticipate that 
funds that were exposed the most to these two countries (see Table 2) were the 
most impacted by this. 
The preceding analysis gave us insight into the principal factors explaining the 
movements of eurozone sovereign debt portfolios. Graphs 4-7 illustrate the 
resulting evolution for a selected subsample of analyzed indices over the period 2 
January 2007-19 May 2010. All indices are initially set at 100.
16  Five-year CDSs are most frequently used in various analyses since they are the most liquid 
CDS instruments. ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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Graph 4.  1-3 year maturity eurozone sovereign debt indices 
Graph 5.  5-10 year maturity eurozone sovereign debt indices 46
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Graph 6.  10+ year maturity eurozone sovereign debt indices 
Graph 7.  15+ year maturity eurozone sovereign debt indices ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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Several important conclusions can be drawn from these results. Performance 
differences increase with fund duration and are significantly affected by index 
composition. From Graph 4 we observe that indices targeting the shortest maturity 
segment delivered almost identical performances regardless of their country 
exposure. The greatest variability in Graph 4 for the period April – mid-May 
2010 has iBoxx € Liquid Sovereigns Capped 1.5-2.5. Its exposure to Greek debt is 
13.86%, which is the heaviest exposure to Greek debt of all funds in our sample 
(see Table 2). During the same period Greece experienced the highest increase in 
CDS spread (Portuguese debt had the next highest increase). We observe similar 
index patterns for all Markit iBoxx indices. They have simultaneous exposure 
to Greek and Portuguese government bonds. On the other hand Liquid Capped 
indices are exposed to Greek but not to Portuguese debt. Consider, for instance, 
the movement of iBoxx € Sovereigns eurozone 10-15 and EuroMTS 10-15 for the 
same period, April-May 2010 (see Graph 6). These are indices with the highest 
exposure to Portuguese debt (4.82% and 4.62%, respectively) and higher than 5% 
exposure to Greek debt. These indices had the most pronounced fall among their 
peers (they all had similar evolution patterns). Clearly, it is important to discern 
spillover patterns of credit into market risk.17
The level of price volatility of funds is primarily determined by the maturity 
segment (which is a bond portfolio feature). This issue will be discussed within 
the context of tracking quality in Section 3 (see Table 4). 
3. EuROzOnE SOvEREIgn DEBT ETFS
3.1. Basic characteristics
We will now state particular features of ETFs that may affect their tracking 
performance, cost efficiency, and liquidity.
One of the key differences between ETFs is in the replication technique they 
employ. It is either physical (in-kind) or synthetic (swap-based) replication. The 
fund manager of a physically-based ETF replicates its index through acquisitions 
of securities held in it. In this case the fund portfolio consists of all or of a 
representative (optimized) sample of securities when the index is too large (and 
therefore incurs high transaction costs) or when markets are less liquid. 
17  The oposite, namely a particular type of spillover of market into credit risk, is discussed in 
Božović et al (2009).48
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A synthetic ETF, on the other hand, lends its assets (typically a sub-portfolio of 
a benchmark) to a counterparty via a collateralized repurchase agreement, and 
then swaps the yield on that loan for the total return of the underlying index. The 
yield on the loan is based on LIBOR with or without a spread (the spread, if any, 
is reflected in the fund performance as an additional cost). 
While physical replication is more intuitive and transparent, synthetic 
replication is generally assumed to provide better tracking ability and enable 
issuers to track harder-to-access parts of the market, although at the expense of 
increased counterparty risk. Evidence shows that proper conclusions related to 
the advantages and drawbacks of a particular replication technique can only be 
made on a case-by-case basis. Our aim is to highlight the differences in tracking 
quality.
ETFs from the iShares family are based on full physical replication. They distribute 
part of the income. iShares track three eurozone sovereign debt index families: 
Barclays Term indices, iBoxx Liquid Sovereigns Capped indices, and eb.rexx 
Government Germany indices. iShares ETFs tracking Barclays Term indices are 
domiciled in Ireland. Their average TER (total expense ratio) equals 0.20% and 
they distribute income semiannually. ETFs tracking iBoxx and eb.rexx indices 
are domiciled in Germany. Their average TER18 equals 0.16% and they distribute 
income up to 4 times per annum.19 db x-trackers are swap-based ETFs. db ETFs 
are domiciled in Luxemburg and their average TER equals 0.15%. The db ETF 
family20 replicate iBoxx Sovereign benchmark indices (there is a total of 9 such 
funds). db funds are total return funds, meaning that they reinvest all of their 
income back into the fund. Last but not least, Lyxor ETFs are swap-based ETFs. 
Lyxor ETFs are domiciled in France and their average TER equals 0.165%. The 
Lyxor ETF range21 replicate EuroMTS indices (total of 6 funds). 
18  Details about iShares ETFs refer to May 2010; Source: http://de.ishares.com/en/rc/literature/
ishares-factsheets
19  For ETFs which distribute part of the income there are both price NAV and total return 
NAV time series available (that is, without and with income reinvestment). One must include 
income reinvestments to analyze tracking performace relative to a total return index. 
20  Details about db ETFs refer to May 2010. godine; Source: http://www.etf.db.com/DE/ENG/
etf_list/overview.html?inreiter=undefined&inetfgruppe=0&inattributneu=6&inreset=1&u
tm_source=Iphone&utm_medium=en_insti&utm_campaign=Renten
21  Details about Lyxor ETFs refer to May 2010; Source http://www.lyxoretf.co.uk/homeukpro0/
services/factsheets/ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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Different types of replication require different levels of market activity22. For 
example, iShares are involved in securities lending while db and Lyxor funds 
are not.23 There are other differences in operational risks: for example, Lyxor 
platforms provide explicit cash management and replicate (rather than just 
execute) trades initiated by active managers, etc.
Assets under management (AUM) of the funds in our sample are, in most cases, 
of the order of hundreds of million of euros. Funds tracking the shortest maturity 
segment are the funds with the highest AUM levels in general (average over €1 
billion). ETFs tracking longer maturity segments (over 10 year of maturity) and 
those with shorter history have lower levels of AUM.24
3.2. Tracking performance
Tracking error is the single most important factor in the analysis of an index 
fund performance. It measures the difference between the return of a fund and 
its underlying (benchmark) index. The difference is often referred to as active 
risk. Smaller tracking error means better tracking performance of the fund with 
respect to its underlying index. In this section we study determinants of tracking 
quality for eurozone sovereign bond ETFs. In particular we analyze how different 
fund characteristics (replication method, maturity segment, fund composition, 
etc) affect the tracking errors of ETF funds. 
One simple way to define tracking error is to calculate the difference in returns 
between the fund and the index (also referred to as active return) at the end of a 
certain period of time. However passive investing is about gaining exposure as 
accurately as possible to all index characteristics, and not just to match the value 
at the end of the investment horizon. One way to do this is to compare volatilities 
(or some other relevant statistic) of the fund with that of the benchmark. However 
that would ignore co-movement between the two for the time period in question. 
Having this in mind, tracking error (TE) is commonly defined as the standard 
22  The counterparty risk considerations are beyond the scope of the present paper.
23  db ETFs do not lend their assets, but part of the lending revenues of the swap counterparty 
is passed on to the funds. The advantage of this approach is that only the swap counterparty 
faces borrower default risk. 
24  For instance, in May of 2010, well established short-maturity fund iShares eb.rexx 1.5-2.5 had 
AUM of around €1.3 billion, Lyxor EuroMTS 1-3 around €1.03 billion. On the other hand, 
longer maturity funds db iBoxx 10-15, 15+, 25+ had roughly €30 million average AUM while 
iShares Markit iBoxx € Liquid Sovereigns Capped 10.5+ has AUM of roughly €22 million. 50
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deviation of the difference between the return on the portfolio and that of the 
benchmark,25 that is, the standard deviation of the active return (see (1)):
 (1)
Equation (1) is the most frequently used performance measure of index funds. 
Note that it describes variability in active returns but provides no information 
on a fund’s under- or over-performance vis-à-vis the benchmark index. It ranks 
equally both positive and negative active returns of the same magnitude. Thus 
as a performance measure (1) is more appropriate for tracking (index) funds 
and less appropriate for active funds. For the latter beating and not tracking the 
benchmark is the goal. 
Tracking error (1) measures co-movement of portfolio returns with that of a 
benchmark. Indeed, it can be expressed as a function of the standard deviation 
of fund returns σP, benchmark returns σB and correlation between the fund and 
benchmark returns:
ρP,B:  . (2)
Clearly, TE is reversely related to the correlation between the portfolio and the 
benchmark, as should be the case. 
Our tracking performance analysis makes an important contribution in that it:
•	 Emphasizes	important	distinctions	between	physical	and	synthetic	replication	
for ETFs
•	 Studies	the	relation	between	bond	portfolio	interest	rate	sensitivity	(which	
increases with maturity) and tracking performance
•	 Shows	 that	 the	 correlation	 between	 funds’	 and	 their	 benchmarks’	 returns	
dominantly affects TE values. 
As we said before, in order to compare performance of ETFs with the corresponding 
benchmark portfolio one can compare directly the end-of-period returns. Note 
that index ETFs, with few exceptions, underperform the corresponding indices. 
Table 3 shows, for the years 2007 to 2009, maximum and minimum annual 
25  See Alexander (2008), Bacon (2008) and Martellini et al (2003) for more details on TE 
measurement.ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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returns and max/min underperformance with respect to the benchmark index, 
in aggregate, for the index families we are focusing on. 26 
Table 3.  Annual returns and underperformance of ETFs
The results in Table 3 highlight the distinction between ETFs that employ 
physical replication and those that employ synthetic replication. In the period 
2007-2009 annual (under)performance of iShares funds (which all employ 
physical replication) differs widely: there are funds that underperformed their 
benchmarks very significantly (2-3 times the corresponding TER, in 2008) as 
well as those that over-performed their benchmarks (in 2007 and 2009). There 
seems to be no connection between the maturity segment and the level of 
underperformance, suggesting that more detailed analysis should also involve 
these funds’ activities in securities lending. On the other hand underperformance 
of most db and Lyxor funds (which all employ swap-based replication) for the 
same period is of the order of TER, with tight differences across the range of their 
funds. For example, in 2008 underperformance for db funds was in the range 15-
18 bps and in 2009 14-16 bps vs. 19-47 and (-12)-15 bps for iShares eb.rexx indices. 
Three of Lyxor ETFs actually outperformed their benchmarks in 2009 (we have 
mentioned earlier that Lyxor employ active cash management). We conclude that 
a swap contract can provide balanced quality of tracking (in terms of difference 
in returns) across the whole range of ETFs on offer. This can be explained by the 
fact that db and Lyxor funds have a single swap counterparty (Deutsche Bank 
and Societe Generale, respectively) and thus, presumably, the same types of swap 
contracts for all of their ETFs.27
26  The negative sign in the table indicates that the funds in question actually out-performed 
their benchmarks.
27  Our conversations with market professionals indicate that this may be the case, but we have 
no actual data on the swap contract details. 52
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In Table 4 we present the number of index constituents28, tracking errors for 
the ETFs we are focusing on, and volatilities of ETFs and benchmark indices. 
Volatility calculations assume 252 trading days per annum. To calculate the 
tracking error we use equation (1). We provide average three-month TE of 
monthly returns for the whole period and for the years 2008, 2009, and 2010 
separately. Average TE is by convention stated in basis points. In Table 4 we also 
present ETFs’ volatilities for the whole period and index volatilities for the whole 
period, as well as separately for the years 2008, 2009, and 2010. Volatility is, by 
convention, given in per cents.29
From Table 4 one can observe that more volatile higher maturity segments have 
typically higher levels of tracking error (the only outlier in the sample is db iBoxx 
€ Sov 5-7). 
Note that the level of underperformance is positively correlated with fund 
volatility and is more pronounced for funds which employ physical replication. 
Table 4 shows that volatilities across the whole range of indices were higher in 
2008 than in 2009. In Table 3 we find the same for underperformance. However 
returns were also several times higher in 2008 than in 2009. Therefore we also 
conclude that underperformance per unit of return in 2008 is actually lower. 
The reason is that every fund faces some fixed costs regardless of actual market 
conditions. Clearly the dominant part of underperformance is related to the level 
of TER. For example, in 2009 underperformance across the whole range of funds 
was of the order of TER. Funds with the highest underperformance were the 
iShares Barclays Term indices funds (in the range 21-27 bps). These funds also 
had the highest TER (20 bps).
28  The number of constituents is calculated for the same dates as the ones used to obtain the 
aggregate country exposure in Table 2.
29  Volatility is presented as annualized standard deviation of daily returns, that is as a result of 
the formula stdev(ri)  where ri stands for daily returns. This scaling formula is market 
convention, but formally it can be applied only with the assumption that returns are not 
autocorrelated. If instead returns are positively (negatively) autocorrelated the estimated 
volatility is lower (higher) than the actual. See Alexander (2008).ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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Table 4.  Tracking errors and volatility of indices and ETFs
In Table 5 we present ranges of correlation coefficients between daily returns on 
funds and their respective benchmarks for the whole period and for the years 
2008 and 2009, for different index families.54
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Table 5.  Correlation ranges for the index families focused on30
As can be concluded from Tables 4-5 the lowest average volatilities, lowest 
average TE values, and highest correlation coefficients with benchmark indices 
have iShares funds that replicate Barclays Term indices. Most likely this can be 
attributed to the compact index structuring approach and to the full physical 
replication. By comparing different index providers one finds that iShares 
benchmarks have the smallest numbers of constituents and also the lowest 
average TE (relative to the funds of the other two providers that track the index 
of the same or similar maturity segment). iShares funds replicate compact 
Barclays Term indices, iBoxx Liquid Sovereign Capped indices (the most liquid 
and diversified portfolios in the iBoxx index family), and eb.rexx indices (which 
consist only of German debt, the most liquid debt in the eurozone). Indices are 
chosen to match the type of replication. As we said, iShares employ full physical 
replication. So in order to have accurate tracking of the index, a small number of 
very liquid securities (with tight bid-ask spreads) is required. 
In comparison with iShares funds, db and Lyxor funds track indices with more 
constituents and more complex country exposures (and, also, employ swap-based 
replication). Our analysis shows that Lyxor funds performances have considerably 
higher average TE compared to those of the other two providers. Such tracking 
error values cannot be explained by a greater complexity in underlying indices, 
higher volatility, or the number of assets in the indices. Instead it can be almost 
entirely explained by lower correlation between the fund and benchmark returns. 
As we have seen in Table 5, correlations for db funds are slightly smaller than or 
30  For Lyxor ETFs all correlation coefficients are between 0.411 and 0.424, except for the Lyxor 
EuroMTS 15Y+ fund for which the correlation equals 0.959, for the whole period. See the 
discussion below.ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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equal to those of iShares funds. On the other hand correlation coefficients for 
Lyxor funds are as low as 42% for the whole period (with one exception). The 
difference is considerable and drives the differences in TE values. The exception 
that proves the rule, Lyxor EuroMTS 15+, the fund that started 6 months later 
than other Lyxor funds, has a correlation coefficient equal to 99% and TE of 8.09 
bps in 2009. This should be compared with the TE for Lyxor EuroMTS 10-15 with 
correlation equal to 44% and TE which is as high as 29.60 bps.
Obviously with swap replication strategy it is the swap contract that defines the 
characteristics of fund replication. Therefore to estimate performance quality of 
such funds it would be crucial to know the details of the swap contract, especially 
the provisions that determine what part of the portfolio is physically replicated 
and what part is covered by the swap contract31. 
To support the presented findings we go back to the key difference between 
physical and synthetic replications. Physical replication involves taking possession 
of most or all of the positions of the benchmark portfolio. In this case, fund and 
benchmark returns are highly correlated (they would be identical if expenses and 
income from other activities were excluded). This leads to low variability in active 
returns, and therefore to low TE. The level of underperformance is determined by 
costs which involve TER, sampling costs, cash drag,32 costs of index constituents 
change, and so on, as well as by the level of additional income-producing activities 
such as securities lending. In these factors one should be able to find sources of 
differences in under/overperformance across the iShares family of funds.
In the case of synthetic ETF, balance (consistency) in underperformance over the 
whole range of ETFs of the same provider and difference in correlation coefficients 
among providers can only be explained by details of the swap contract. We must 
emphasize that knowing the details of the swap contract is crucial for a fuller 
analysis of a synthetic ETF and its risks. 
Graph 8 depicts the evolution of volatilities (calculated as annualized 3-month 
standard deviation of daily returns) for ETFs targeting 10+ year bond maturities, 
for the period between 1 January 2008 and 19 May 2010.
31  In cases when the fund manager takes part in swap collateral lending one should also analyze 
the structure of the collateral basket. However no data on this is readily available in the 
market. 
32  Cash drag refers to the negative impact that cash positions in a fund’s portfolio have on its 
performance 56
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Graph 8.  Evolution of volatilities for ETFs targeting 10+ year bond maturities
The fact that volatilities of iShares eb.rexx 10.5+ ETFs have been the highest is 
related to the fact that they contain solely German government debt securities. 
As stated above, interest rates on German government debt, in the period in 
question, have been the second most volatile (after the Greek debt interest rates) 
in our sample of eurozone countries. Other indices are more diversified and have 
lower exposure to volatile German debt relative to indices targeting the other 
segments that we are focusing on (see Table 2). 
Graph 9 depicts patterns of three-month daily TEs for the ETFs given in Graph 
8, for the same period. It shows that the level of the TE is positively correlated 
to interest rate volatility. Namely, spikes of volatility (see Graph 8) have their 
counterpart in increased TE values. An exception to this rule is Lyxor ETFs, 
which have, clearly, a very different pattern of tracking performance with respect 
to other ETF fund families. ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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Graph 9.    Patterns of three-month daily TEs (in bps) for the ETFs targeting 10+ 
year bond maturities
As one last remark, one should bear in mind that iShares funds distribute 
income, so the total return NAV that we employed in our TE calculations and the 
NAV of the fund are not the same thing. Unlike iShares, db and Lyxor reinvest 
all income. For these funds, total return NAV and NAV are the same values. A 
choice between distribution of income and reinvestment is not clear cut. On one 
hand income distribution provides periodic income for investors and leads to 
higher realized return in falling markets. On the other hand when an index is 
rising reinvesting provides a more reliable way to lock in positive returns.
4. SuMMARY AnD COnCluSIOnS
To the best of our knowledge ours is the first academic paper that attempts 
to systematically analyze the microstructure and performance of eurozone 
sovereign debt ETFs. The sheer number of such funds in existence, their relative 
transparency, liquidity, and total assets under management make them an 
interesting investment class. In times of market distress and high uncertainty 
investors typically rebalance their portfolio towards less risky and more liquid 
assets. It appears that these trends have spurred the development of the eurozone 
sovereign debt ETF market in the past several years. The number of new indices 
and ETFs is still growing to meet the demand for different risk/reward profiles. 58
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We show that selection rules can result in significantly different paths for two, at 
first glance, similarly structured indices. In particular funds with heavy exposure 
to the riskiest sovereign issuers (Greece and Portugal in particular) have very 
different historical performance in comparison with funds that exclude the risky 
issuers. Therefore in an environment of widening sovereign CDS spreads and 
divergent yield trends, understanding the selection rules of a benchmark index is 
crucial for understanding fund performance. 
We demonstrate that eurozone sovereign debt index ETFs are efficient tracking 
vehicles. Consequently investors are in a position to choose between a variety 
of customized exposures and income distribution patterns and between two 
different replication methods (physical vs. synthetic replication) without departing 
significantly from the performances of targeted benchmarks. Our analysis shows 
that at the level of total return NAV physical replication provides consistent 
tracking through time, and that the level of underperformance is affected by 
additional fund activities. Typically these funds periodically distribute part of 
their income to investors. The consistency of swap-based replication depends on 
details of the swap contract and results in tight underperformance, determined 
by TER, over the range of the corresponding ETFs. 
Fees usually play an important role in making investment decisions. They tend 
to significantly affect active returns, for both physical and swap-based ETFs. 
Each type of ETF’s TER has numerous components so that neither of the two 
replication methods always leads to a lower TER. While physical replication 
ETFs face trading costs, swap-based ETFs have an additional swap fee. At the 
same time securities lending markets are continually developing in Europe and 
offering new opportunities for fund managers. This is often a significant source 
of additional income for an ETF, but also additionally complicates performance 
analysis. Both swap-based and physical replication ETFs can potentially benefit 
from this income. The difference is that for the swap-based ETF the swap contract 
determines how much of this income will be kept by the investment bank, and 
how much will transferred to the ETF investor.
There are several issues left for future research. For investors in eurozone 
sovereign debt, counterparty risk has become a real concern in the past couple of 
years. In the case of a swap-based ETF there is always the collateral that the swap 
counterparty provides, but it does not eliminate the risk completely. In addition, 
there is often little transparency when it comes to collateral assets. Since different ExCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS
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providers have different policies for swap contracts33 it is very important that 
investors properly assess counterparty risk when ranking swap-based ETFs. On 
the other hand securities lending also brings counterparty risk.
Another interesting subject is the study of the liquidity of ETFs. While physical 
replication ETFs enjoy multiple authorised participants who can create and 
redeem shares, a swap-based ETF is limited to the swap counterparty. So investors 
in physical-replication ETFs are supposed to benefit from tighter bid/ask spreads 
and greater volume, as there is a more competitive market for the shares. During 
times of heightened market volatility this may lead to higher trading costs for 
swap-based ETFs. 
Last but not least, it is important to study how to optimally structure and hedge 
portfolios of eurozone sovereign debt using ETFs. This would have to take into 
account that eurozone sovereign bonds are no longer a pure interest rate product 
but more a mixed credit-interest rate product. These and other interesting topics 
await future research.
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